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Linear spaces with v > n2 - fn + 1 points, o 7s n2 + n + 1 lines and not constant point degree 
are classified. It turns out that there is essentially one class of such ear spaces which are not 
near pencils and which can not be embedded into any projective plane of order n. 
_A linear space is a = (L”, 2) consisting of a set / of points aud a set A? of 
at least two subsets of b called lines tith the properties that 
- any two distinct points p and 4 are contained in a unique line pq, and 
- every line contains at least two points. 
e degree rP (or kL) of a point p (or a line L) is the number of lines containing p
(or points contained in L, respectively). A parallel 
such that every point is contained in a uni 
number of lines by B. 
is called a mm+ pencil, if it has a line which contains all but 
identify every line of 
’ -.; z !. f. which has a point of de 
/88/$3.50 @ 1988, 
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complement of we obtain other examples of linear spaces which have a 
point of degree at least n + 2 and satisfy n* - n + 2 GV s 6 sn* + n + 1. 
shall show that for v > n* - in + 1 there are no other such linear spaces 
Theorem 3below). 
r each integer n3 1 we define A(n) to be the least po 
every linear space with A(n) <v 6 6 G n* + n + 1 is a near 
dable into a projective plane of order n. Trivially, A(n) G 
n + 1, if n - 1 is the order of a projective pla 
lane of order n - 1 can not be embedded into a projective plane of order n. 
Muc11 better bounds are known. For insta classification f restricted linear 
spaces by Totten [6j yields A(n) G n* + 1. te [9] proved A(n) s n*$ and he 
jectured [S j that A(n)a for some small 
wever, if n is the order of a projective plane which contains 
then A(n) 2 n* - fi + 2, since the closed complement of 
degree n and can therefore not be embedded into any projective plane 
of order shall show that A(n) = n*- *fi + 2 in this case, whereas 
A(n)6n2- in + 1 in every other case. This will be a consequence of the 
following more general results. 
n + 1. 
linear space with n* - nel<vcbcn”~~n+lforsome 
is a near pencil or the degree of every line is at most 
e a linear space with n* - ~n+1<v~bSn2+n+1forsome 
is not a near penci that some point of 
perfect square an can be embedded 
er-subplane in a projective plane of order n. In particular, 
can not be embedded into a projective plane of o 
sing a result of [ 1, we obtain the following corollary. 
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. Let n be any positive integer. is the order of a projective plane 
which has a aer-subplane, then (n) = n2- j/i + 2. In every other cme 
A(n)Qz2++1. 
Since a dessrguedan projective lane of order n = m2 always has a 
subplane (see e.g. [ 1, Satz 7. IS]), we obtain an optimal bound for embedding 
linear spaces into projective planes. 
. Ifn=ptiforaprimep, thenA(n)=n2-fi+2. 
. A(1) = A(2) = 1, A(3) = 9 and A(4) = 16. 
Although it was not our intention, the methods which will be developed to 
prove these theorems gi us also a result con sets. A blocking 
rejective plane is a set a of points 
contains a’ point of 9 as well as a point which is RO 
showed that ]+a n + fi + 1 for every blocking set a of a p 
order n with equality if and only if 7 is the set of points of a 
It is therefore of interest to chslracterize blocking sets containing the points of a 
Baer-subplane. 
a projective plane of order n, and suppose 9 is a bloc 
Thn 7 contains the points of some Baer-subplane 
and only if there exists a set such that every point 
is contained in a unique line mists of the Pines of 
e shall make use of the following results. The first one is a special case of a 
result due to Vanstone [7]. 
:MF space L with ~OELWW paini degree n -I- 1, v points and 
es has a point which occurs in s lines of degree n. If 
can be embedded into a projective plane of order tit. 
with n2 - in cv<b<fi*+n+ 
degree at most n -I- 1, then can be e~bedde 
into a projective plane of order n. 
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corollary was already used in [3]. 
cry finits linear space with maximal line degree k satisfies b z= f (k, v). 
min( f (k,: 
Every finite linear space with maximal line degree k satisJies b 3 
v), f (k2, v)) for all integers kl and k2 with 2 s kl s k < k2 < v - 2. 
n this section, we shall prove three lemmas which will be used in the next 
sections to classify certain finite linear spaces. owever, also eorem 4 will be a 
consequence of mm3 2.2. 
ve plane and denote by n the order of 
set of l&s with the properties that no line 
ery point outside a lies on a unique /ine of Then 
if one of the following conditiorss is satisfied: 
points outside 9. 
d every line of contains at least two 
rove both parts together. Suppose from now on that (a) or (b) is 
9, and set v = 1~1. 
j and call kL the 
(1) 
rove mixma 2.1, we ave to sho;v thze =$! 
steps. 
with i fj, then every line of as degree at most 
intersects each of thr km of in a point of a. Sinec L 
aIso contains pi, it fOllOWS JCL s 82 - mj- 
r: Suppose a < 0. (1) shows v = n* - n, 1 
every line L of ,T. Thus i fjfi = 2n + P so that (a) is 
fulfilled, i.e., n + 3 and every line has degree at least two. In view of kG = n - 1, 
we obtain n > 4 
Assume M + , and let L be a line of enn.-1=kL6n-m, by Step 1. 
ontradicts ml + m2 = ! I- 1 = n - 1, ml 3 m2 and n 2 4. Consequently 
Step 3. contains a line of degree n - 1. 
For: In view of v > kc -I- n(n - 2), p1 is contained in a line L other than C of 
e at least n - 1. 
sume by way of contradiction that 6, Q M1. Then each of the points of L n ) 
lies on a line of M. Thus m a kL * n - 1. In view of mi 3 q ior i < j, we obtain 
m n --- 1 
ml- =-m23d_13h- 
It follows 
n-l 
H-a- m,+fjg3 _-‘+” - ‘1. 
-1 
i.e., 
n - 1 G (a + l)(d - 1). 
First corasider the PZGE Q 6 O_ en (2) 
k,=k, =n+l-=d=lforeverySine 
=n+1Sn2--n+l. 
(2) 
G = 0 and d 2 n. Consequently, 
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We obtain d < a + 2. (2) and yt > a2 yier$ d = a + 1. It follows ml > a, since 
d 
a2+a<rz+a=~miGdml. 
i=l 
n+a=ml+m and man-1 implies ml=a+l arid m==n-1, Be 
sn - ml for every line X of M (Step 1) md kx s rlrs for every line X 
(1) shows 
n2 -n+2Sv= z k+(mI+l)kG+m(n-mI)=n2+1-a(a+l). 
XEn 
We get a(a + 1) < n - I, and therefore 
a(aHl=mc(d-l)m2d(d-l)mI=a(a+l). 
Together this implies ml = m2 = a + 1, a(a + 1) = n - 1 and kx = kc = n - a for 
every line X of is contradicts Step 1. 
Consequently, L is a lir?e of A&. Since & has degree at least IH~ - 1; it follows 
that L has degree n - 1. 
view of Step 2, we may assume a3 0. 
n2 -n~vcInikG=(ni-1ia)(n$?-d)=n2-(d-a-2)rr-(d-1)(a+!_). 
c: 
01 
1 of M,, and denote by p the unique point other 
than p1 (of L “7. Obviously, every line II -f ,M contains p. In particular, m s d - 1. 
From n+a=ml+ and d s a f 2 folllows therefore ml 3 n - 1. Step 1 shows 
that every line of has degree at most n - m l s 1. Thus, if (b) holds, then 
f (a) is fuhihed, then 
n2- p;:+2su= kx s kc + m,(n - l)+m4Sm,(n-l)+n. 
XtElT 
so that ml a n and hence M = 
is completes the proof of 
be a finite projective plane and denote by n the order of 
a set of points and is a set of dines with the properties t nc iine of 
II is contained in p and every p t outside 7 lies on a uniq 
t of points whick Hie on at of the tines of 
9;f‘ju-H one point or= er-subplane of 
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Every line of has degree at most n. 
This follows from 1 
step 2. If N is a line of degree 12 and if N n 9 = {q}, then N $ and 4 is 
contained in exactly m + 1 of the lines of 
For: Each of the n points of N n / is line of . Since q is not 
contained in every line of , this shows IV $ urthermore, each of the m + 1 
lines of IT which does not intersect N in a point of 1, contains 4. 
3. Every line of contains at least m + 1 points of B. 
r: Let L be a line of and denote by p a point of L n 1 O Then 
n2 -$n<v=l+ (kx - 1). 
Because every line has degree at most n, it follows that p lies on a line N of 
degree n. Step 2 shows N $ IT. Let 4 be the point of N n p. Then each of the lines 
of Ip through q intersects L in a point of . merefare, Step 3 follows ffom 
Step 2. 
Step 4. Every point of B is contained in exactly m -I- 1 lines of lT. 
For: Let 4 be a point of B; and denote by x the number of lines of II which 
contain 4. By the definition of B, x 
. 
3 2. Assume by way of contradiction that 
x # m + 1. Then every line which contains 4 has degree at most n - I (see Step I 
and Step 2). Therefore, Step 3 shows 
n* -&t<vCx(n- m)+(n+l-x)(n-l)=n”-l-x(m- I). 
In view of n S m*, we obtain 2~ G m + 1. Since v > (n t- 1 j(n - 2), we see 
furthermore that 4 is contained in a line L of degree ~3 - I. Step 3 and 
m+laI/z+1>2 show L$ w, 4’fq be the second point of L /+lp: and 
denote by y the number of lines of which contain 4 ‘. bviously, x + y = 
I171-kL= m + 2. Consequently, y 2 2, i.e., q’ is a point of B, and y # m + I. As 
befXe, we cdf~ show $h;it 2~ G m + I. This contradktion proves Step 4. 
aer-subplane of 
For: Let L be a line of and denote by x the number of 
I= 1 -t- xm SQ that n + m = xm. Step 3 shows that 
m* 3 n, we obtain x = m 1 and n = m*. Consequently, every 
exactly m + 1 points of 4 implies that any 
are on a uni 
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, then obviously III I= n + 1 + 6 and every point outs 
unique line of I7. On the other hand, if I7 is a set of 
such that every p int outside 9 lies on 
that 9 contains t e set of points of a 
contained in the bloclting set a. q 
be Q linear space with v 3 n2 - n + 1 points and I 6 n 
teger n 3 2. If every point of has degree n + 1, then 
embedded into a projective plane of order n. 
Let s E (0, 1, . . . , n + 1) be maximal with the property that there are 
mutually disjoint parallel classes with II&j = n. 
Assume by way of contradicti c n + 1. Let A be the set of lines not 
contained in one of t ! classes I&. Then IAl = b - sn s (n =I- 1 - s)n. 
Counting the set 
{(p, &j 1 L is a line of A and p is a point of L) 
in two different ways, we get 
1) s (n + 1 - s)n(n - lj i v(n -I- I -s), this shows that some line 
N of & has degree at least n. Because every point of IV has degree n + 1 and in 
view of b s n2 + n, N has degree n. Obviously IV’ is cowtained in 2 miqm para!!el 
iz.cz 2 hzc dsgr!X+ 2 o the parallel classes 
ost n lines. Because has degree at most 
and hence jl?$ = n. This contradicts the choice of s. 
emembering the y how an affine plane can be 
into a projective plane, we see that can be embedded into a linear 
-!” 1 !inss and constant point 
’ can be embedded into a projective plane 
embedded in 2,‘. 5 
i 
is theorem can not be foun.1 
roof foiiows an idea of there (see [3, Lemma 3.43). 
1 line degree k~z+2 
may asssume that 
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have b 3 min{f (n + 2, v), f (v - 2, v)}. nviewofu~n2-n+2andn~4, itis 
easy to see that 
f (V - 2, V) 2 f (n + 2, v) af(n + 2, n2 - n + 2) 
ontradicts b 6 n* + 12 + 1. 
6 3. By Result 3, b af (k, v). n view of f (k, v) “f (k, k + 
2)>2k-122n+3, we obtain it= 3 and kE(5,6)* WOW, 8svsb<13 an 
b "f (k, v) show v = 8. Cl 
There are two linear spaces with 8 = v c al line 
degree k 2 n + 2 = 5. One of them has one line of degree 5, three lines of degree 
4 and nine lines of degree 2. The other one has one line of degree 6, one line of 
degree 3 and ten lines of degree 2. In particular, A(3) 3 9. 
For the rest of this section, will denote a linear space satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 2. Let n be th nteger with n*-$z+1<vsb~n2+n+1, and 
denote by p. a point of degree at most n. In order to prove Theorem 2, we may 
is not a near pencil so that eve ne has degree at most n + 1 by 
shall prove several emmas 
. p. has degree n and every othe r poiflt hers degree at least n + 1. 
Furthermore, v > n2 - n + 3, p. is contained in 4zt ieast two lines of degree n + i, 
and every line containing p. has degree at least three. 
Assume by way of conrudiction that u s n2 - n + 2. Then n2 - 3n + 1 < 
-n+2, and hence n= 2 and v = 4. Since p. has degree at most n, it 
follows that L is a near pencil, a contradiction. 
Consequentiy, v 2 n2 - 0a#s"a4Sa. +1ti3 m%ev F-t fi +3. Hf c UGlIUL&D il& rluZltiGi iii aknibivo UL ubpbb rI -a? 1;rw sd ‘r?**se.a c* f 1 
containing po, then 
n* -=22+&u- ~~~~~~~~“-rl)Qn-I)=r,,Cn-1)$_c. 
This shows that p. has degree n and that n view of c 2 2, every point ot 
than p. has degree at least n + L Finally, if L is a line containing po, then 
n2-n+3<vskL+(rP,-l)n=n2-n+kL 
so that L has degree at least three. q 
If every point other than p. has degree n + I, then 
to a projective plate of order 2. 
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n + 1 v&rich contains p. intersects every line. Thus b == 
containing p. has degre t least 3, we obtain a linea 
oints and n2 t n lines. 
rove Theorem 2, we may assume from now on that some point of 
has degree at leas + 2. This will lead to a contradiction, which then 
letes the proof of eorem 2. 
has n2 + n + I lines. Furthermore, n 2 4 and there exists a fine 
and other than p. has degree n + 1. 
t 4 be some point of degree at least n + 2, and let L be a line of degree 
rough p. which does not contain Q (Lemma 3.1). Then 4 is contained in a 
parallel to L. Since every point other than p. of L has degree at least 
Ii i 1, L intersects at least n2 + n - 1 lines. In view of b S n2 + n + 1, it follows 
6 = n2 -5 12 + 1, E intersects exactly n2 + n - 1 lines so that every point other than 
p. of L iras degree n + i, and it foiiows that L is paraiiei to ex 
is the unique line parallel to i, every point of 
2 and every point outside H and L has degree kL = n -#- 1. 
viously, G contains po, and some point 
follows that G does not contain a point 
is paraliel to every line of degree n + I, 
ma 34, (a) implies that 
. her !! lim other oints of degree 
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%2satleastn2-npo 
plane of order n. 
‘ise le into a projective 
therefore assume that v’ s n2 
Consider the lines p. 
them. Then 
n2-+Cv-l= (kx - 1) s (rpo - kH)n + k,(k,t, - 1) 
POEX 
=n 2-_k,(n+1-k,)<n2-fr;(n+I-kN). 
mma 3.3(a) shows k,,, = n. 
lines which are parallel to AJP and let denote the set of 
a 3.3), I= 2(k,, - 1) 
we set =n+l-kx 
v-n+(kH-I)= 2 (r,-k,)= kx = n(n - I) - x (dx -- 2) 
r”W XEX7 .Xi ii 
- {X, , X2}. Thus there are at least n - 1 lines which art: para 
On the other had, bxmm 3,3 shows that ibe mmber sf rims, 
1. It fol?ows dx,dxz2 n; in ya 
K. Metsch 
a contradiction. Consequently 4 G n G 8. (*) implies kH < 3. Thus kH = 2 and 
~%~-33n2 - n (Lemma 3.1). If we remove po, H and one of the points of .H 
then we obtain a linear space b-P=n”+nlines, v-2>n2-n 
nd constant point degree pi + 1 ’ can be embedded into 
a projective plane of order n. Since ’ is embedded in “, this proves 
Lemma 3.5. Cl 
Now we come to the end of the proof of Theorem 2. 
Let p1 and p2 be two points of the line H, and denote by fli, i = 1,2, the set of 
the n + 1 lines other than H which contain pi. Obviously I7, and 112 are parallel 
classes of ’ which hwe is line in common 
’ has at least n2 - n points and ’ can be embedded into a 
of order n. Lemma 2.1(b) shows that the lines of i= 1,2, 
I= n =t 1, the line qlq2 of ontained 
This contradicts = i% 
This final contradiction shows that every point other than p. has degree n + 1 
so that Theorem 2 follows from Lemma 3.2. Cl 
Throughout his section, denotes a linear space satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 3, and .e denotes the intPuPr with _n2 - 3-n + I< TV G b G n2 i- n + 1. -..-_ __--_ ‘&y_ 
shall prepare the proof of Theorem 3 in several lemmas for which we shall use the 
following notation: 
s=n2+1-v, T=(pIpisapointwithr,z~+2}, 
te = ( rp - n -1) and dL=n+l-kktforeverylineLof 
Pee 
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e There exists Q point of degree n + 1. 
Assume to the contrary that there is no point of d 
Lemma 4.1 shows that every point has degree at least n + 2. 
has degree at most n, this implies v(n + 2) G bn, a contradiction. Cl 
. If a line L contains a point of degree n + 1, the3 tr. s dL s s and L 
contains at least two points of degree n + 1. 
Let p be a point of degree PZ + 1 contained in L. ause every line has 
degree at most II and in view of v > n2 - n + 1, p is contai in at least two lines 
of degree pt. Thus, p is contained in a line N of degree n # L. Obviously, 
L intersects exactly kL - 1 + tL = n - dL + tL of the li 
Since s parallel to b - 1 - kNn - tnr s n lines, this shows tL s d=. 
line 0 has degree at most n, we have fiut 
n”+l-s=vsk,+(r,-l)(n-1)=n2+1-dL. 
Consequently tL <dLss and k,-tL=n+l-dL-tLan+l-2s>1 so that L 
contains at least two points of degree n + 1. III 
Let L be any line. Then there is a line N parallel to L such that 
3 (v - kL)dL. 
- 
L is parallel to b - 1 - kLn - tL 6 dLn - tL lines. Consequently, if 1AI’ is a 
line of maximal degree of the lines1 parallel to L, then 
P9L 
kx s (dLn - tL)kN. U 
XflL=8 
Let 6 and L be .~o different intersecting lines. If there is Q line N of 
degree n which is parallel to C and L, then dcdL S= n - ?N. 
s at least (kG - l)dL of t 
intersects exactly kN(dL - 
(kG - l)dL 6 n(dL - 
. tN= for every line 
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ontradiction that tL = 1. Then L 
is parallel to a line 
e which contains q an 
= 1. Since Al is parallel t 
n - 1 lines, it follows 
V -ns (rp - kN) = k+kc+(n -2)n=n2-2n+2. 
PIN XnN=0 
is contradicts v > n* - in -I- 1 (notice n = kN S 2). 0 
very point of T has degree at least n + 3. 
ssume by way of contradiction, a point p of T has degree n + 2. 
mma 4.6, p is not contained in a line of degree n. S 
is shows that p is contained in a line L of degree n - 1. 
ve tt 3 1. Let N be a line of degree n which is 
ote by G the unique line #E which contains 
mma 4.6, kc G in + 1. 
v s kc + (rp -l)(n-2)=kG+n2-n-2sn*-$n-1, 
a wntradiction. 
Ids-laartdv’>n*-n+l. 
by e the number of 
ree n which conta 
2 zpt - -23-e. 
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Case 1. p is not contai 
SilXC p m awv *a~ GO n*@fi nnt contained in 
n2-~n<V-~~(k~-1)f(~~~-1)i(~~-2)(~-3)=~*-3-~~-dG’. 
his contradicts a 4.5 and Lenma 4.6. 
Case 2. p is containe 
s in Case 1, L is paral 
G and G’ different 
k&l 2 
CY + 1. 
mma 2.8 shows that n the other hand, since AT is parallel to at 
most PZ lines and since eve oint outside of 
lies which are parallel to N, we have 
n*+l-s-n=v-kNSkG+kcP+(n-2)n. 
Consequently kc + kGV 3 n + 1 - s > s, a contradiction. 0 
tzzzz &opIc Let p be 
of degree n containing 
Q poim of degree 
p. Thef8 v’+e> 
n+l,and denote by e the number 
2 
iI1 . 
t f be the number of lines of degree n - 1 t 
- e -f, and denote by L1, . . . , Lg the lines of degree a 
view Li - 
2-t-f ail*-S-(e+f +gjjiZ-3j~2iii-3-S. 
ore, si L, - 1 =n -dL,, 
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degree IZ - “r throtrgh p (Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.9), we have 
t = 2 (rq - n - 1) = 
qsT 
n view of Lemma 4.3, it follows 
tGn+s-e-2$ 
mma 4.9 shows 3 ITI =S t. 
~‘+e= u - (T(+ean2+1-s-ft+e 
an*-+l-s-f(n+s-e-2f)+e 
=n2+1-St2 - 3s + $(2e + f) 
Wz2+l-$fn -$s+f(2nt3-s) 
=n2f3+n-2s>n*. 0 
rom now on, let m be the unique positive integer with (m - 1)2 < n s m2. 
. A line L with tL 3 m has degree at most n + 1 - m. 
f L contains apoint of degree n+ 1, this 
L has degree E+ I, then L c_ T so that 
T conk.iir mat ,mcst nsze point p with 
follows from Lemma 4.3. 
k,dlTIQs- l~n+l-m by 
r,2n+l+m. 
Assume to the contrary that T contains two q of degree at 
eastn+l+m. t N be a line of degree n (such a xists, since every point 
d in a line of degree n). p and q are not on N 
ence, M is parallel to at least 2m + which contain p or q. 
ch of these lines has degree at most n + I- m ( a 4.11). Since N is 
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’ is embedded in 
. ihroiiary i foiiows from Theorem 2, Theorem 3, 
. Corollary 2 and rollary 3 are immediate conse- 
quences of Corollary 1. 
~~Oiiaay 2 implies A(n) G n2 for all PL Since the near 
the oniy iinear spaa f~iiw*~ 4d(ij CA(~) = 1. 'I'& remark 
following the proof of (3) 3 9 so that A(3) = ?. A(4) = 16, by 
Corollary 3. 0 
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